Collision frequencies of microbial aggregates with small particles by differential sedimentation.
Collision and coagulation rates between microbial aggregates and small particles were measured for individual aggregates (1.0-2.5 mm) that settled through a suspension of fluorescent yellow-green (YG) particles (2.83 microm) placed in a settling column. The microbial aggregates, with an average fractal dimension of 2.26, were generated in a lab-scale sequencing batch reactor (SBR) and also collected from a full-scale activated sludge (AS) treatment system. As calculated from comparisons between the settling velocities observed and those predicted by Stokes' law for impermeable particles, the average fluid collection efficiencies were 0.08 for the SBR aggregates and 0.14 for the AS flocs, which were much lower than those previously reported for nonbiological aggregates of latex microspheres. The collision frequency functions between microbial aggregates and small YG particles were 2 orders of magnitude lower than predicted by the rectilinear model but 1 order of magnitude greater than predicted by a curvilinear model. The overall scavenging efficiencies of suspended particles by the falling microbial aggregates compared well with those observed for the nonbiological aggregates, while the particle removal efficiencies from the flow internal to the microbial aggregates were 1 order of magnitude higher than those of the nonbiological aggregates. It is argued that the permeability of microbial aggregates could be reduced by exopolymeric material clogging the pores within the aggregates. The internal permeation through a bioaggregate thus may not be significant enough to be included in the calculation of its settling velocity; however, the intra-aggregate flow cannot be simply neglected where coagulation is concerned. Streamlines still can penetrate the interior of microbial aggregates, allowing greater collision frequencies with other particles than predicted by the curvilinear model. The narrow and convoluted internal flow passages resulting from the collection of extracellular polymeric substances may also contribute to the higher interior particle removal efficiencies of microbial aggregates than those of more permeable, nonbiological aggregates.